
Sculpture? 
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WHAT IS  

Creations in 3D



This is sculpture by Anthony Gormely.
He made the Angel Of The North. He makes and draws a lot, making
representations of the human form, its shape. He does this by casting

his body, then filling the shape of the cast with different kind of
materials. Materials he uses to do this range widely, he uses metals,
steel, wire and clay but experiments all the time with new ones. He

places his sculptures in natural surroundings, he doesn’t think that art
needs to be in a gallery, museum or an exhibition, but is in a place

where everyone can see it and it has changed the landscape a little bit.
 

What do you notice? 
What do you like? 

What does it make you wonder?
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In your box you should find:

Paper
Card
Shredded paper 
Gluestick
PVA
Plastic sheet
matchsticks
Straws

CHECK OUT THE

RESOURCES BOX

Paper Sculpture is a little bit like 3D
Collage.

. 

ONCE YOU HAVE A  SCULPTURE

DES IGN YOU CAN  

Making a Paper Sculpture

 You can now use an extra
resource, the glue. What can you
create now to turn that plain paper
into an interesting collection that
has FORM?

CHOOSE P IECES NOW

AND JO IN  THEM US ING

THE GLUE INTO A

STRUCTURE THAT IS

SHAPED .   

You are going to need :
Scissors
Paper 
Card

PREPARE IN  ADVANCE

WE CAN ADD COLOUR

AND TEXTURE TO

OUR SCULPTURE .  

Find the peice of plain white
paper. Manipulate and
arrange the pieces, without any
glue. 

Rip
Tear
Fold
Crumple
Stick
Curve
Curl
shape

EXPER IMENT
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Let's look and see how each one is
different. 

What did you like and notice
about each others work?
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We can use any materials
to make sculptures. Can
you think of some too
know?

What sculptures do we
know?

How can we turned this piece of paper into a
3D object.

What do you notice about each persons
creation? ets look at how to make some of
those shapes.



Now we will try and make a sculpture in this style. Can you
draw the shape of a person. How are they shaped? What is
their position? Are they standing? Draw them here.

PLANNING SHEET
Anthony Gormely makes his sculptures from many materials, here are some in ...

Wire

Clay

Metal

Now can you fill this shape with squares, lines,
squiggles? What might you make this with oif you could
choose anything?



Now put your plastic sheet over the shape. Can you cut and stick the materials to the
outline of the person? 

You will need to cut and join the materials. They will not sick to the plastic once the glue is
dry, use it as a guide between your model and the outline drawing. 



is another sculptor who joins pieces of
materials together. He uses natural found

materials like the sticks here, arranging and
joining them into un-natural forms in an
environment they wouldn't usually be in.
What could you collect and join together?

Andy Goldsworthy


